
BESAFE IZI GO MODULAR I-SIZE X1 ANTHRACI

Price: 844 zł
symbol: BS11008150-AM
age approx.:  0-1y
product dimensions (cm): width 65 x height 56 x length/depth 44
product weight after unpacking:  4.2kg
total weight of product with package: 5.5kg
EAN: 7072754015824

INNOVATIVE DESIGN FOR PROTECTED AND SMOOTH JOURNEYS

Lightweight baby car seat that can easily be clicked onto all leading pushchairs. Updated version with new safety innovations.

Dynamic Force Absorber™ in the side wings
Optimized protection for the vulnerable head area thanks to an innovative
construction.

https://www.marko-baby.pl


With the Dynamic Force Absorber™, the BeSafe iZi Go Modular X1 i-Size features a new and state-of-the-art solution in the seat’s side wings, that gives optimal
protection for the baby’s most vulnerable body parts.
It is made of special materials and a construction of different flex-zones, which optimally absorb forces in a side impact through bending in the inner area while
staying more rigid in the outer areas.

Up to 8x more airflow with BeSafe’s new 3D Mesh fabric*

 The BeSafe Mesh fabric has an open structure and a spacer layer with a 3D structure. That way, heat and moisture are guided away from the child, while air can
flow in-between the layers. 

Advanced comfort tailor-made for babies
Newborn Hugger™ that offers 10° extra recline and additional side stability.

To give newborns extra comfort and support, the BeSafe iZi Go Modular X1 i-Size features the new BeSafe Newborn Hugger™. This Newborn Hugger™ gives the
baby 10° more reclining and features a wedge, that is placed in the back instead of in the bottom. Through this, young babies have a flatter position and the risk



of a head roll is reduced. In addition, soft yet supportive materials on the side help to stabilize the baby and keep them snug and comfortable.
The Newborn Hugger™ should be removed when the child is 60 cm
tall or 4 months old.

A new headrest design
The newly designed headrest area of the BeSafe iZi Go Modular X1 i-Size provides the growing child with more internal space while keeping them protected in any
situation.

Unlike the previous version, this new solution does not feature separate cushions that need to be removed as the child grows. Through this, consumers will have a
more positive usage experience, as it allows for smoother handling in everyday life and makes fitting the product to the child easier.

5-point harness
Gives improved support and safety and the harness also features Magnetic
Belt Assistants™ for an easy everyday use.

 

State-of-the-art safety features

Approved to the latest UN R129 (i-Size) regulation●

5-point harness for added stability in side impacts●

Wide harness belts and shoulder pads allow spreading forces over a larger area for increased safety●

Additional Side Impact Protection (SIP+) absorbs up to an additional 20% of force●

Advanced protection for the head area with the innovative Dynamic Force Absorber™●

 



Advanced comfort tailor-made for babies

Soft Newborn Hugger™ with a cleverly placed wedge for stability, support and an optimized recline angle for newborns●

Newly designed head area with more internal space for the baby's head●

High-quality materials●

Internal harness and headrest can easily be adjusted in one action●

Flexible and low reaching sun canopy with UPF50+ that can be used independently of the carrying handle●

Smart functions for easy everyday travels

Installs onto the iZi Modular i-Size base with just one click●

Magnetic Belt Assistants™ make getting in and out of the seat easy●

One of the most lightweight i-Size approved seats on the market●

Ergonomically shaped carrying handle to avoid bumping against the hips●

Can easily be clicked onto most leading strollers to form a Travel System●

Convenient release from the stroller by featuring two release handle options that are accessible with different stroller shapes●

Machine-washable cover can easily be taken off●

 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Height: 40-75 cm
Age: approx. 0-12 mths
Installation: 3-point vehicle belt or ISOfix with base
Direction: Rear facing
Approved: UN R129 (i-Size)


